Double wide mobile home electrical wiring diagram

Mobile Home electrical systems are designed to the same code and use the same parts as a site
built home. You may find this helpful in locating wires and troubleshooting problems because
the fundamental strategy in finding and fixing electrical problem is to find a place where there is
no problem and then keep splitting the distance between that point and the problem point.
When working with any electrical problem, maximize your safety by taking simple precautions.
Turn off breakers to any area in which you are working. Use an outlet tester to verify that the
power is indeed off before touching wires. Electrical repairs are more fun during the day. Trying
to squeeze in an electrical repair in the late afternoon can make for a long evening of juggling
flashlights, extension cords, ladders and tools. Waiting 18 hours to start the next morning is
probably a good idea. Especially when installing a switch, make sure it is on the proper
conductor. You do not want to install a light fixture with a switch on the neutral wire. Replacing
existing parts is generally straightforward â€” put things back the way you found them and you
should be ok. Adding new equipment can be more challenging. Be particularly cautious with
any wires that are not white, grey or green. In one home with some very strange electrical work
probably done by a previous owner and not an electrician , I had the nasty surprise of finding
cut but not capped black and red wires. I think they were intended for a hot tub installation. I
probed them and found that they were indeed live at volts. If you have questions on this topic,
at least visit a bookstore and buy or read and memorize the NEC guide for residential wiring. I
filled a hole on the outside of the trailer, the size of a squirrel. I have pluggins in the rear of the
trailer with, 59 to 60 volts on the meter. I have a dead-leg somewhere. If I had the electrical
layout for a, , sunm, make , sunm, model , body style mfghm. I would know where to cut to fix
the problem. Respectfully, E. Damron Paul Mobile home wall outlets are wired by running a wire
from the box, along the outside of the wall studs before the exterior sheathing is put on. If you
test the outlets you should find a place where one nearer the box is good but the next one is
bad. Nick P. I am suspecting it was a raccoon that did the damage when i first moved in. Its like
its shorted. In general, if something has a dedicated circuit , like a stove, I would expect a wire
to go from the main electrical box, through the belly and up into the wall out let where the stove
is. For general purpose wiring they cut notches on the outside of the wall studs at the level of
the outlets and fasten the wire there. Theresa I have a Oakwood Doublewide Mobile Home that
has no power to the master bath, master bedroom and half of living area. Found 2 outlets that
were melted on the back very bad. Both on outer wall of master bedroom. Have checked all
other outlets back in the direction wire seems to run but nothing. Having no luck in finding an
electrician in our area that knows about mobile homes either. I need help here. At wits end with
this. Paul Were the burned outlets on the half of the house without the breaker box? I would be
looking for problems there. She has no power to her master bedroom ceiling light or any of the
outlets, bathroom right in front of her bedroom no power to ceiling light but outlet works, in the
hall outside the bathroom and leading to her bedroom no power to ceiling light or outside light,
the switch for the hall light and outside light are both on same wall opposite breaker box. All
outlets and switches were replaced with new. Any ideas? Paul I really hate electrical problems.
At the risk of being obvious, have you flipped the breaker s off and then back on? Do you have
any way to test the breaker? Yes flipped all the breakers, she said a former electrician tested the
breakers. I have a multimeter and the breaker she says controls the rooms that are out was
replaced. I can check for output coming off the breakers. Going to pull the working outlet in the
bathroom tomorrow to check it. Also want to figure out which breaker controls it to verify it is
on the same circuit as the rooms with no power. Paul Be aware that much of the wiring, like that
to wall outlets, is in a notch on the outside of the wall studs. Electrical is not my strong suit so
suggestions are welcome. Darrel Try lloking at your outside electrical outlet had similair proble
with mine same model and make. Derk Re torque all the neutral lugs in the panel and check for
a loose neutral at the first switch in the branch cuircit. If outlets work and lights do not, usually
a lost neutral. Misty I have a moble home that I just wired to the poll this week and the wire that
home depo gave me was v wire way to think but we worked around that and put it all inâ€¦ the
power does not work very well and kicks the brakers is it too high of voltage for my home? Paul
You need to get an electrician out to take a look at it. Ray Flores I have a 3-light switch
receptacle in the hallway of our double-wide. It works the exhaust fan and light and the light in
the study all at the same time. Is there a way around this? Can I rewire the switches separately
so each light and the fan work independently? There are to many ways something could have
been connected wrong at the factory or it may have been attacked by a do it yourselfer.
Christine Peary I have 2 bathrooms in my Pine Grove mobile home with elec. There is no electric
in one bathroom with a switch and a plug in outlet on the wall near the door and another switch
under the medicine cabinet that has a light. Tried the main circuit breaker, flipped the switch ,
no change. My brother managed to get the 2 by the door opened up and sees no obvious wiring
problem. The wiring is tied into my bedroom , the switch is not far from the bedroom outlet

which works as do the other little bedroom and hall lights. My other bathroom now has the
same problem almost. The switch by the door turns on the overhead fan with light and that
works but the elec. That unit has a reset button and no lights when I reset it. Do you have any
idea where my brother can look to find the problem. Any ideas you have would help. The repair
really has to be made by someone at the home. Shawn W. It seems to be split exactly doen the
middle. The kitchen side works perfectly. I just had a real electrician look at everything and he
said it is just like a regular house if he had access to the attic or a diagram. Is there a box at the
marriage line as indicated in an above post? How can you trace a short without a diagram?
Thank you for your time and help. I very much appreciate. Shawn Paul There should be a
connector at the marriage line. As far as tracing shorts, the wire all stars out from the box. The
wall outlets, for example, no doubt have several in a row on the same circuit. Ron m. I had a
similar problem in my mobile home. Ceiling lights in living room , kitchen , and porch light were
out. Ended up running new wire under belly from panel to light switch at front porch where 4
switches were wired in series. New wire fixed it all. Thank you. I will pay someone to go under
the home and inspect that box. My friend said you might find two wires disconnected there. The
zapping sound did come from close to the center of the home so that might be a clue. Have a
good day. Is there a place to get that information? Thanks so much for your help! Gayle Paul I
have never seen such a thing. Dale James I am in the process of buying a 16 X 60 manufactured
home. I am getting it regardless. The master beadroom, laundry room works fine. From the
kitchen, living room, second bedroom, and closet, the lights blink. There is a damage motion
detector that we think is wired into this cicuit. I am assuming everything is ran in series. The
other thing is that when you turn off all lights the last light turned off will glow dimmly. Thanks,
Dale J. Good luck. Bob T. They get power from the outlet circuit. If the connection is lost at that
point, one may find themselves with a perfect appearing circuit of plugins, with a mysterious
loss of power to individual rooms. I hope this offers a possible solution to a non-traceable short
circuit you may be dealing with. Everything in my trailer that uses electricity has been labeled
with the breaker that provides it with power. Barb C I have an 84 double wide and my outlets in
my kitchen have quit working. One test you can try is remove all the receptacles, temporarily
insulate all exposed wiring, and flip the breaker on. If the breaker trips as before, then the
problem is somewhere in the wiring assuming nothing else is on that line. If the breaker does
not trip, then the problem is in one or more of those receptacles and you can re-install one
receptacle at a time and repeat the test until you find the bad one. I assume there are a number
of outlets in a row in the kitchen. Remove an outlet in the middle of the row, insulate the wires
and turn the breaker on. If the breaker still trips, the problem is somewhere between the
removed outlet and the breaker box. If the breaker does not trip, the problem is either in the
just-removed outlet or further downstream. Repeat the search procedure until you narrow the
problem down to an outlet or section of wiring. Mobile home manufacturers have engineers on
staff to make sure they meet, but never exceed, HUD standards. Once the sale is made and the
warranty expires its not their problem. That is why I suggest buyers who are having trouble with
a home purchased from a dealer escalate the problem quickly. My dad has a schult double-wide.
A month ago half the outlets on one side of home stopped working. Oddly enough the outlet on
the porch â€” which shares the same wall as the side that went out â€” works. Today the rest of
the outlets on the same side went out. They validated the power from their line to the box on the
house is working. Paul Do the electricians he used know anything about mobile homes? Did
they get under the home and check out the junction box where power connects from one side to
the other? If that connenction has problems you get the situation you describe. Denise My Mom
lives in a Mobile Home park. She leases her lot. She has an issue with her lights dimming and
getting brighter. The power company checked the pedestal and said they believe it so in the
lines in the ground. We contacted the park management but the contend that it is her
responsibility that they have none after the pedestal. Does anyone have an info as to who is
responsible for the lines in the ground on a rent piece of property when you own the home?
Paul In my experience the home owner would be responsible since the mobile home setup crew
would have been the ones buying the cable and installing it. Michele Denise it depends on your
state laws for mobile homes in Arizona 25 ft from the mobile to the pedalstal is the parks
responsibility also from the pedalstal to the connection in the ground. The back door into the
utility room which is like a bonus room, only has a light by the outside door. It is a 2 switch with
one light for outside the door. I bought a motion sensor light switch but was unable to install. I
was told the wiring is different in a manufactured home and sensor I bought was for stick built.
Where do I get a motion sensor switch that can be installed in manufactured home? Or is there
a trick to installing the one I bought from Lowes? Appreciate any help I can get on this. I think it
be worth visiting a differnt store. The one panel I have is for the interior and, of course, the
main. Do I need to deenergize the main to install the light or is there a common hiding place for

exterior? Was your patio added on to the home after it left the factory? If so, who knows what
they did. Angie I have a Fleetwood double wide. One day it just stopped working. I had an
electrician come look at it today and he was unable to locate the junction box under the trailor.
He wants to try to find out about the wiring diagram. Paul I wish I did. If you can find someone
who specializes in mobile home electrical they might be able to help. Dana Matthews I have a
single wide and am having breaker box issuesâ€¦. Paul I worked closely with these guys. Can
anyone help? Paul Air conditioners pull a LOT of power. If both units are on the same circuit
there is not enough capacity to handle the load. You need to find a way to make sure each is on
its own circuit. If a single outlet is dead and all the others on that same circuit are still working
fine then the outlet itself is damaged or no longer connected properly. Go to the main panel and
turn off the breaker to that circuit. You do have the circuits identified right? Use a circuit tester,
orâ€¦. Double and triple wide mobile homes have a single main panel from where electrical
power is distributed. The electrical power to the section s without the main panel is
concentrated in one or a few points at the marriage line where the parts of the home come
together. When all the power to one section failsâ€¦. If you connect a portable generator to a
mobile home you must be sure that the house is not connected to the utility company line at the
same time. In a mobile home where the power is normally supplied by plugging the house cord
into the plug on the electrical pedestal this can be accomplishedâ€¦. The last aluminum wire
was used in mobile homes in so this problem is rapidly becoming of little concern. The problem
arises because over time aluminum combines chemically with the oxygen in the air and forms a
coating on the wire that is resistant to the flow of electricity. This resistance causes the wireâ€¦.
Pliers, screwdrivers etc. Fish Tape is a reel of strong, flexible wire that is used to pull new or
replacement electrical wire through the walls. If you are dealing with a mobile home with wood
paneled walls it mayâ€¦. It does this so quickly and with such such small current flows that
accidental death from electrical shock is prevented. Newer homes all have them in the kitchen
and baths. They are easilyâ€¦. Would the run threw the walls across ceillines to the lights then
down each side to the outlets. Are dose the main wire run threw the ceiling then out to each out
let. Hi Cindy. In all the homes I have seen the wire goes down from the main panel into the
plenum under the house. For the wall outlets it will come up through the base of the wall. The
wall outlets on the inside of the home are all attached to this wire. Wire to the wall switches and
plugs comes up through the wall from below. If there is a ceiling light the wire continues up the
wall from the switch and through the roof to the fixture. I need to replace the first six inches of
my t 11 walls on the outside of my mobile home on the bottom all the way around the trailer you
think I could take a circular sawjust cut all the way around through it it just enough to t without
hitting any electrical wires only 6 inches up. Power tools let you get into trouble really fast, but
assuming the saw is set to the proper depth, it should work. The T should break at the groove.
We want to take a window out to make a door but are afraid that we will cut through wires. How
do we find out if the electric wires are in that area? I have never seen any wiring diagrams
published. I would be afraid to trust them in any case because people do strange things to
plumbing, wiring, etc. What if you remove the window so you can look around carefully as you
slowly cut away wall material? Of course if you do that you are completely committed to the
project. We have a belmont premier single wide mobile home. We had a friend who is a retired
electrician come out. Apparently, there is a break in a open source white wire? We have
searched for the last few days with no luck. My mother is on oxygen and we have her room
running off the electrical pole outside. We have absolutely no heat. Our friend says he cannot
do nothing until I can find the location of this wire that runs down one wall in our living room.
We do not have the money to call in a profession. In the single-wides I watched them build at
the Palm Harbor factory, the electrical power for the wall outlets was provided by running a wire
along the outside of the wall studs. That made the channel for the wire that was tied into the
outlets. A couple questions on here about problems like my own! Tripping breaker to a specific
room? At the same time I had rewired a recepticle in and light switch in the room above.
Problem found When I rewired recp. Wired Box problem solved! The burnt recept under was
caused while drilling a whole down through floor and drilling into recepticle, Luckly the power
was off at the time! Also some one ask a question about a Fleetwood Master bath not having
power! My pre-HUD mobile home has a 3 wire outlet for the electric dryer. Could this be
original? I expected it to be 4 wire. The wiring inside the outlet is 4 wires. I suspect a previous
owner changed the outlet instead of correcting the cord. I have a Schultz mobile home with a 7
foot tip out. A few days ago, the power went off on 1 side of mobile home. Does a mobile home
with a tip out have a junction box under the mobile home like a double wide does? I have never
known anyone to have a wiring diagram for their mobile home. I think the manufacturers guard
them closely. Please log in again. The login page will open in a new tab. After logging in you can
close it and return to this page. Skip to content Manufactured home electrical basics. Previous

Previous. Next Continue. Similar Posts If a single outlet is dead and all the others on that same
circuit are still working fine then the outlet itself is damaged or no longer connected properly. Hi
Michael, Power tools let you get into trouble really fast, but assuming the saw is set to the
proper depth, it should work. Hi Sherry, I have never seen any wiring diagrams published. Good
luck with it. Hi Dianna, In the single-wides I watched them build at the Palm Harbor factory, the
electrical power for the wall outlets was provided by running a wire along the outside of the wall
studs. I am not an electrician, but maybe this will help locate the problem. Thanks, Danny,
Electrical is not my strong suit. Hi Kay, I never worked on one, but it seems likely. It would
certainly be the first thing I would look for. Hi Jon, I have no idea if you are correct and I have
never seen wiring diagrams for mobile homes. People do astonishing things when they try to do
repairs so your guess is probably correct. Wiring schematic on a Cavco 2bedroom 2 bath.
Bedrooms are on opposite ends of the house. This book might be helpful. Close dialog. Session
expired Please log in again. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of double wide mobile home
electrical wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified conventional photographic depiction
of an electric circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as
the power and also signal links between the gadgets. A wiring diagram usually offers details
regarding the relative placement as well as arrangement of devices as well as terminals on the
devices, to aid in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would certainly show a lot
more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic
notation to stress affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is commonly made use of to
troubleshoot problems and also making sure that the links have actually been made as well as
that whatever exists. Collection of double wide mobile home electrical wiring diagram. Click on
the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Building
wiring layouts show the approximate places as well as affiliations of receptacles, illumination,
and also irreversible electric services in a structure. Adjoining cable paths may be shown
around, where certain receptacles or fixtures should be on a typical circuit. The electrical signs
not only show where something is to be set up, yet also what kind of device is being set up. A
surface area ceiling light is revealed by one symbol, a recessed ceiling light has a different icon,
as well as a surface area fluorescent light has an additional icon. On big tasks symbols may be
numbered to reveal, for example, the panel board and circuit to which the gadget links, as well
as also to determine which of numerous kinds of component are to be set up at that location. A
set of electrical wiring diagrams could be called for by the electric assessment authority to
authorize link of the house to the general public electric supply system. Electrical wiring
representations will certainly additionally include panel timetables for breaker panelboards, and
also riser representations for unique services such as emergency alarm or shut circuit
television or other unique solutions. Wiring Collection. Adjoining wire routes may be revealed
about, where particular receptacles or components need to get on a common circuit. The
electrical symbols not just reveal where something is to be installed, yet likewise what kind of
gadget is being mounted. A surface area ceiling light is shown by one icon, a recessed ceiling
light has a various icon, and a surface area fluorescent light has an additional sign. On huge
jobs signs may be numbered to reveal, for example, the panel board and circuit to which the
tool attaches, and additionally to recognize which of a number of types of component are to be
installed at that area. A collection of electrical wiring layouts might be called for by the electrical
evaluation authority to authorize link of the residence to the general public electric supply
system. Circuitry layouts will certainly likewise consist of panel schedules for breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for unique solutions such as emergency alarm or shut circuit
tv or various other special services. Facebook Tweet Pin. Wiring Diagram Sample. A wiring
diagram is a simple visual representation of the physical connections and physical layout of
your electrical system or circuit. It shows what sort of electrical wires are interconnected and
may also show where fixtures and components could possibly be coupled to the system. Use
wiring diagrams to help in building or manufacturing the circuit or electronic device. They are
also ideal for making repairs. DIY enthusiasts use wiring diagrams but they are also common
home based building and auto repair. For example, a property builder will want to what is
physical location of electrical outlets and light-weight fixtures employing a wiring diagram in
order to avoid costly mistakes and building code violations. Repairing electrical wiring, greater
than every other household project is all about safety. The simplest way to avoid electrical
shock would be to ALWAYS test wires and devices for power before focusing on them or near
them. The circuit breaker label may not accurately describe just what the circuit breaker actually
controls. All electrical wiring and devices come with an amperage, or amp, rating. This is the
maximum amount of electrical current they can safely carry. Most standard household circuits
are rated for 15 amps or 20 amps, while large-appliance circuits like for electric dryers and
ranges could be rated for 30, 40, 50 amps, or even more. When installing or replacing wiring or

devices, every one of the parts you employ should have the correct amperage rating to the
circuit. If you install gauge, amp wiring on that circuit, you build a fire hazard since the amp
circuit breaker protecting that circuit may not shut off prior to amp wiring overheats. When
replacing a switch, fitting, or outlet receptacle, make sure never to purchase a device which is
rated for additional amperage compared to circuit carries. This is especially important when
replacing receptacles. A receptacle rated for amps carries a unique prong shape through which
one of many vertical slots carries a T shape. This shape allows amp appliances, which have a
matching T-shaped prong, being inserted. Installing a real receptacle on the amp circuit can
help you possibly overload the circuit if you plug a real amp appliance with it. In fact, it is quite
normal for amp general-use circuits to be wired with amp receptacles. Electricity travels along
conductors, for example wires along with the metal contacts of outlets and sockets. Tight
connections between conductors create smooth transitions from conductor to a new. But loose
connections work like speed bumps, restricting the flow and creating friction as well as heat.
Very loose connections can lead to arcing, in which electricity jumps through the air from one
conductor to a new, creating tremendous heat. Prevent fire hazards start by making sure all
wiring connections are tight and also have full contact from the conductors being joined. Outlet
receptacles and switches will often be manufactured with push-fit wire connection slots around
the back, with the traditional screw-terminal connections for the sides with the device. These
push-fit connections are notorious for loosening or failing, so professional electricians almost
unanimously avoid them in support of making very tight and secure screw terminal
connections. Grounding and polarization are essential for the safety of modern electrical
systems. Grounding offers a safe path for stray electrical current the result of a fault or any
other symptom in a circuit. There are a variety of solutions to test for grounding and
polarization. A simple plug-in circuit analyzer tool, readily available for a few bucks, will make it
possible to routinely check outlets to make certain they may be wired correctly. In most cases,
therefore an electrical box. Enclosures not merely protect the connectionsâ€”and protect
people from accidental experience of those connectionsâ€”they in addition provide opportinity
for securing conductors like electrical cables and devices. The rule this is simple: avoid being
lazy. If you need to come up with a wiring splice, install a junction box and secure the cables
towards the box with cable clamps. Never leave a splice or another connection exposed or
unsecured. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin. InspectAPedia tolerates no
conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed
at this website. Crossover-connectors or self-contained power connectors used in
manufactured homes, mobile homes, doublewides: a loose or damaged power connector may
explain loss of electrical power in one side or half of a manufactured home, doublewide, or
modular home. This article series describes inspection and electrical repairs in Mobile Homes
or Manufactured Housing Electrical Wiring, Electrical Panel, and other Electrical Components
for Defects: detailed procedures, defect lists, references to standards. A common question we
hear from readers is "Why have I lost all electrical power in one half of my manufactured home,
modular or doublewie home? Thanks for a helpful question about finding the electrical
conneting plugs or boxes between sections of a modular or multiple-section factory-built home.
The location of the crossover electrical box is in either of two locations, depending on how your
home is built and how many floors it includes for modulars and on accessibity of the atttic or
roof space. Crawl or basement or floor: The electrical crossover box or plugs or junction box in
a typical modular and in some other multi-section factory built housing is usually near the
center girder or beam running down the width of the structure, accessed from the basement or
crawl space. This can vary by manufacturer and on some occasions I've found a cluster of wire
plugs, not a single one, located either in the center or near one end of the building, particularly
if the electrical box is located in the basement. In a modular built over a crawl space you may
also find the crossover box below a removable cover built into the first floor itself, often in a
closet or pantry near the center of the home. In some older modulars we find the crossover box
behind a blind no openings plastic or metal electrical box cover in the marriage wall near the
ceiling; this was particularly common in homes that had an inaccessible or hard-to-enter attic
space. Attic: The electrical crossover box or plugs or junction box in some multi-section or
modular homes can be found in the attic atop the marriage walls running again down the center
of the width of the building. Walls near the floor: in some modulars an access panel will expose
the junction box or plugs in a wall cavity, again in the marriage wall between the front and back
halves of the home. Melissa: An electrical crossover box or plug connector is widely used in
doublewides and modular homes to joint the pre-installed electrical wiring of the two halves of
the home, as doubtless you already know. When the electrical crossover in your home is rusted,
damaged, or otherwise needs replacement, as your Amp crossover box, I agree that it makes
sense to have your electrician just replace the old connector. Molex calls these "Self-Contained

Power Connecctors" or "inline power connectors" - knowing that can make finding the part you
need easier. Take care: from the little bit I can see in your photo it looks as if there is sloppy,
poorly-supported electrical wiring and maybe electrical wires that enter a metal crossover box
without the required clamp-type strain relief. These mistakes can risk a house fire. If your
electrician has not found a local source of suitable weatherproof connectors for your home, she
should try giving the company a call directly at. Anon If the main breaker is ON and you have
power on some but not all circuits the most-likely the problem is downstream of the main
breaker - in the panel OR in one or more circuits in the home. Often a doublewide will use
connectors perhaps under the belly of the home to connect circuits across two sides of the
home - look for a plug that's loose or damaged. Box Elkhart, Indiana Your home may, of course,
differ. Below we see the electrical crossover connection routed through the floor at the center of
the building. Below we see the crossover connector routed through an interior partition wall the marriage wall. On by Ben - Skyline oak manor ct double wide crossover connectors. I have a
Skyline oak manor ct double wide that I cannot find the crossover connectors, I've looked in the
crawl space and can't find any box or cover, any idea where they are? Mike In the article above I
give the common locations for crossover boxes. Look for the obvious covers or boxes as we've
illustrated; Or contact Redman - who have offices in various states; Redman mobile homes is
part of Champion Enterprises based in Michigan. I have half the power on and other half off. I
read all these but do they turn on microwave and the power comes back on , or I turn on my
coffee maker it kicks power back on , or toaster pushed down kicks it back on. Three different
outlets and two different gfis. But my fan burnt up on it and my central air is not working right.
Power comes on and flickers and then it kicks back off but then comes on works fine. Then
kicks back off. I have had no breakers kick during any of these events. I have electrician who
said he can come but not for a few days and I sent my kids to friends in case. Sherree That
sounds to me like a bad electrical connection somewhere in the circuit. Because that can be
unsafe, not just inconvenient, it's worth getting help from an electrician. The power will work for
about 3 days then no longer work. The breaker does not trip. Breaker has been replaced about 2
weeks ago. We have been remodeling a older double wide. I throw the main breaker outside
everytime I leave. I turned it on and had no power on e beedroom and the bathroom. The bed
room closet has power and so does everything else but on the other side some plug ins are not
working as well. Dreu Usually the problem of losing electrical power on half of a doublewide
trailer is a bad connector joining electrical wiring usually located under the trailer's floor near
the center or mating beam between the two halves of the home A second possibility is a failure
or bad connection right at the electric meter or at the panel main switch. If you've checked your
electrical panel and switched the main breaker off and back on and other breakers OFF then
back ON and you still have no lights, it's time to call a licensed electrician. Keep us posted on
how you proceed. I have a double wide trailer. Stephen You can check with your local electrical
inspector, but I would expect the conduit is not required in that NM cable certainly can be used
if it's properly sized and supported throughout its run. In the photo nothing about that electrical
wiring looks correct to me. We don't run circuits by just lying the wire on the ground. I am
installing a new electric range and new electric dryer. It will be run under the home below the
belly insulation but held above the concrete pad. Also, Who ever owned the mobile home
previously, had just laid out on the concrete slab the Romex for the heating tape for water and
outside electrical GFI boxes. Is this legal or okay? On - by mod -. Ed That sounds to me like a
serious wiring error or damage risking electric shock. For example the side you're connecting
could have a dead short in the wiring that blows a breaker or a main. I have a double wide
mobile home when I hook the plug up underneath one side has the electric when I plug the plug
in it kills all the electric no electric on the one side of the mobile home. I have a large double
wide mobile home, Late one evening my husband saw the light in the laundry room flash, we
thought the bulb just blew, no big deal. But the next morning we realized, it wasn't just a blown
bulb but in fact we had lost power to the back left quarter of our home. So there is currently no
power to half of the master bedroom, the entire Master bathroom, the laundry room and the
back half of our front room. I had an Electrician come out and he replaced every outlet in that
quarter of the house. But still no power, oddly enough all 4 of my GFCI outlets work in that area,
so there is still power getting through to them. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
Well I agree that's certainly frustrating. Instead of replacing all of the receptacles, unless they
were actually damaged, I would have preferred to start at the electrical panel and Trace the
circuit forward to find what sounds like a short circuit. That is probably a live wire touched
ground. It might be that the receptacles were damaged but it sounds more as if the electrician
wasn't very experienced. Why don't you either ask that person if she or he knows how to trace
an electrical circuit and find the short or hire someone with a bit more experience. Keep me
posted on what you're told. On by mod - My kitchen and dining room outlets aren't working on

one side. A tripped circuit breaker, blown fuse, or an open electrical connection somewhere in
the circuit. The safe thing would be to turn the circuit off at your electrical panel and ask for
some diagnostic help from an electrician. Chr is you really need a licensed electrician to
examine your electrical panel and wiring. That's because the condition you describe could be
unsafe. I suspect the problem originates in the electrical panel itself. If you're not trained and
doing electrical work you should not remove the face of the electrical panel because touching
anything inside could shock or kill you. On by mod - diagnose common mobile home power
loss on one side or one half of the home. Mary yours is a common question from mobile home
owners; one side of the home or one circuit trips OFF - Check the electrical panel for a tripped
circuit breaker or blown fuse Check for a GFCI Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter that has trippedoutside or in a kitchen or bathroom - as often other lights or receptacles wired downstream
from that point will switch off too If you don't find either of those conditions it's time to hire a
licensed electrician who will trace the circuit from the electrical panel onwards to look for a
loose or broken electrical wire connection OR in some homes a plug connector below the home
or occasionally in an attic that has separated. Everywhere else in the house has light already
turn off all the switch on breaker nothing happens light still off in those room? On by mod - One
side of trailer is reading the other volts what could be causing that? Since the service entrance
cable bring power to two sides of your panel will be coming from two different apps on The
utility company's electrical Transformer I suspect that the difference you are seeing is coming
from the electric Company. Very often the voltage levels vary during the day - the range of
variance depending on where you live and thus on your source of electrical power. On by mod Part of our double wide mobile home is without electricity. Skelley When half of circuits in a
home are off I suspect that we've lost power in one side of a Volt electrical panel OR. Have you
tried checking the circuit breakers in the panel? You might try switching each breaker OFF,
waiting a minute, then back on. Let me know what occurs. Most likely you need an electrician on
site. Part of our double wide mobile home is without electricity both bathrooms 2 bedrooms and
half wall in little living room and half bedroom? We have a Rockwell single wide from Clayton
Homes and are having problems with the light bulbs blowing on one side of the home. The
bulbs are all LED and are supposed to last for a few years. We have had a few blow more than
once in the 8 months we have lived here. It is still under warranty but so far that hasn't been
much help as no one comes out when we call. July 28, Anonymous said: i have palm harbor
double wide home, my question is,what caused the power on one side of the room to go out,
that backs to a bath room the outlet works but the light and vent fan in the bathroom does
not,and one outlet in the bedroom on the same side of the home. If you lost electrical power to
just one side of a room that suggests that all of the receptacles or lights on a particular circuit
lost power check the electrical panel for a tripped breaker or blown fuse. If there is no tripped
breaker or blown fuse check for a tripped GFCI receptacle upstream from other receptacles. If
there is no tripped GFCI then I speculate that a wire has become disconnected at a device or
electrical box that feeds subsequent devices in the circuit. An electrician can trace the circuit to
find the hidden open connector. For safety I'd prefer to leave such a circuit powered off until it's
repaired, thus reducing the chance of a fire or shock. Try the search box just below, or if you
prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly.
Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image,
web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear
after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments The National Electrical Code can
be obtained at Paul MN , Tel: , Website: Section loans can be used, both on and off native lands,
for new construction, rehabilitation, purchase of an existing home, or refinance. Clark, Jr. Tel:
Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection
education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building
owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at
the back of the volume. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship
with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. Safety and building codes for
mobile homes. Watch out : I'm worried that you may have a partial short circuit that could be
quite dangerous. Let's get an electrician out there. Well I was wondering what may be making
this happen if I turn a light switch on or off on any circuit it will make my pellet stove fan slow or
speed up an my microwave dosnt cook like it should wen other things are on if I use my welder
in my she it effects my nabor lights badly to a power guy said it could be a bad transformer on
the pole or is it something in my wireing. Melissa: before calling an electrician, look outside the
home at the electric service entry to see if there is a main switch that is in the OFF position. We
just bought a mobile home for the first time as a second home in Florida. I switched the Duke
energy bill into my name as of yesterday. Duke says there is power to the mobile home but we

have no power. My husband flipped the breakers inside the mobile home what else can we try?
Duke says to call an electrician. Forgive me Joe but I don't understand the abbreviations in the
question. If we are discussing a V clothes dryer, then there will be 2 "hot" wires - V each, either
black and black or black and red. Watch out: when using aluminum multi-strand wire on high
current circuits: poor connections can lead to overheating and a fire; the aluminum needs to be
abraded under antioxidant flux and to be connected and properly tightened at the correct
connectors. And in no case should you be using single solid strand aluminum electrical wire in
residential circuit wiring. Dee The fact that the circuit breaker s keep tripping tells us that there
is a potentially dangerous electrical defect - perhaps a short circuit due to a bad electrical
connection at a receptacle, switch, or light. In that case, unfortunately I have to say you should
leave the circuits that are acting up turned OFF to reduce the risk of a fire or shock. Your
electrician will trace the circuits to find the point of failure to be repaired. Do keep me posted.
My 's mobile home single wide has lost power to the front bedroom living g room and kitchen.
Only one outlet in kitchen is working properly. When we plug in to any other kitchen out let's
tshirts out whatever appliance is plugged in and breaks it. The hallway middle bedroom and
bathroom have lights. Only the middle bedroom has all the outlets and lights working properly.
The back bedroom has very little power in one outlet the rest are dead and the light works. What
do I do. Kim In good electrical practice the ceiling lights will be on a different electrical circuit
from the receptacles; Or even if they were all wired together, an open connection anywhere in
the lighting circuit - at a switch, splice, junction box etc - can leave a light off; Check the
electrical panel; if there are no blown fuses or tripped breakers then your electrician will trace
the lighting circuit to find the burned or open or damaged connection. Meanwhile it's safest to
leave that circuit OFF in the panel. On by mod - why are some lights and receptacles wall outlets
dead in my mobile home? Wes Most likely there is an electrical box or junction box at the start
of the circuit that enters that room and that is powering your lighting circuits that has a burned
or open electrical connection. It may be in a switch box or an electrical receptacle box. Your
electrician will trace the circuit to find the damaged connection. I own a 's double wide mobile
home. I recently went into one bed room and the lights wouldn't come on. I replaced the the
bulb and it still didn't come on. So I bought a new light switch and it still didn't turn. So I started
checking all the switches and outlets in the room. There is no power at all in that one room. Just
that one room. All the the other rooms in my home are good. Any ideas of what could cause this
problem? I replaced all the circuit breakers in my box. On - by mod - track down the wiring for a
dead receptacle or light in a doublewide home. Follow the wires, starting at the panel. Watch out
: if you're not trained in electrical work you could be shocked or killed. On by mod - wiring
diagram for a Imperial Doublewide. Low voltage hot to neutral suggests to me a loose or
corroded connection - or a leak to ground from a shorted neutral wire. Amendment to last
question. There is a connector in the wall behind a receptacle in the bedroom. All three wires
are hooked up on one end. Only the hot and neutral are hooked up on the other end of the plug.
It looks as though the hot may have been hooked up and slipped out of the stab. The wire is
very short. When I check it with a meter, both ends are hot. Anyone have any idea why it would
be hot on both ends of the plug and should I make repairs to reconnect the missing hot wire.
Outside light fixture not working. Measuring at the switch i get the following readings. This
seems to be the only thing affected. I have checked everything on that circuit an nothing else is
affected. I have checked all the wiring on every receptacle and switch on that circuit and have
found no loose connections. Anyone have any idea where I can find the electrical schematics
for this house? On by mod - electrical overload on mobile home. Typically you would trace the
circuit from the panel to the dead Outlets looking for a burned or open connection or wire. Had
a electrical overload on mobile home. Now on one of the trailer the electrical outlets or lights
have no power to them. Check the breakers and they all work. This is a New River single wide.
Ken Two common causes of flickering lights when your washing machine runs are overloaded
electrical circuit or a fairly washing machine motor or electrical control or electrical contact in
that circuit. Typically you would need help from a licensed electrician to sort that up as safety is
involved. Wade If yours is an electric clothes dryer and if you look at the electrical panel you
should see a V circuit two breakers tied together and rated for 30Amps or more. If you do, and if
that breaker is ON, then there's a wiring error and the wiring is UNSAFE - you'll need a licensed
electrician to trace the circuit to find what's wrong before somebody gets shocked or starts a
fire. In that case, leave that breaker OFF until that investigation has been done. We just bought
and move a fleetwood double wide and when we had power hook up everything work except the
dryer electric inlet. Anon Thank you for the helpful electrical failure report; Do you know if the
aluminum wire that overheated and burned was aluminum wire or copper wire? I was freaking
out thinking i blew a circuit from new soft "spa tub". Sue Perhaps if you use the add image
button to post a photo I can understand your situation. In general an electrician will rout of

circuit through walls floors etc to an outside wall and mount a weatherproof ground fault
protected electrical receptacle. How can I put electrical outlets on the outside walls. There
seems to be a board in the way? Thanks for a helpful question about finding the electrical
connecting plugs or boxes between sections of a modular or multiple-section factory-built
home. The location of the crossover electrical box is in any of several locations, depending on
how your home is built and how many floors it includes for modulars and on accessibity of the
atttic or roof space. Typical are in the marriage wall itself behind an access panel or cover, in
the basement or crawl space, often with one or more plastic connector plugs, or sometimes in
the attic if that space is readily accessible. On by mod - we have an open circuit but don't know
where the wires run. Elayne In essence your electrician will start at the panel and trace the
electrical circuit. Both aluminum and copper feeder wire are permitted in the application you
describe, Neva. I agree that copper wire can perform better than aluminum, in particular
because of the problem of overheating aluminum wire at connections that can lead to a failure
or fire. However IF the connections are properly made, using the right antioxidant coating and
proper wire stripping and preparation and properly-tightened connectors, the alumiunum wire
can perform satisfactorily. About the number of wires needed, I can't say what's needed without
knowing what wires are present at the electric meter. Often the electric company service entry
wires are three: two "hot" wires and a "neutral" wire that is grounded by the electric company
somewhere further from the building. A proper residential electrical installation must have
connections from the electric company's two hot and one neutral wire to the two hot wire
terminals and the one neutral bus terminal in the home's electrical panel, AND the home must
have one or properly two in new work local grounding connections to earth - that's a "ground
rod" or "grounding electrode" that is wired from earth to the ground bus in the home's main
electrical panel. Watch out : Do not remove the cover of your electrical panel nor your meter to
look for these - that's potentially dangerous. Instead have that done by a licensed electrician.
And DO be sure that your local community electrical inspector has inspected and approved the
installation. I doubt that the home manufacturer will step up to this task; connecting the home
properly to the electrical supply is the owner's responsibility; but if they have someone
qualified in electrical work and are willing to look, that's an additional pair of eyes that may be
helpful. I just purchased a Clayton home and it is parked in a mobile home Community. The
electrician came today and hooked up the house to the meter. The owner of the park texted me
that the electrician used aluminum wiring which is cheap according to her, she says he should
have used copper and only 3 wires were used instead of 4. She said the 4th would be a ground
wire. I am not an electrician so I really do not know. Should I notify Clayton homes to inspect it?
Also are MH manufactures required to use copper wiring in newer homes? Rob Often when
we've lost power on all of one side of a home the problem is in the electrical panel. When you
say the home breaker has power, I'm confused; other than the main circuit breaker, there won't
normally be just one circuit breaker powering all of the circuits on one side of a home. Katrina
Watch out : while adding a missing electrical ground is an important safety step, that does not
explain why you'd get shocked when touching metal building components. Rather, that
shocking experience, which can of course kill someone, is usually traced to damaged or
mis-wired electrical wiring that somewhere in the home is connecting a hot wire to a grounding
source such as metal piping, siding, etc. You need an electrician to track down the problem. The
dead lighting is a symptom that will be helpful as the problem might be in an electrical box
feeding those lights. Since adding the ground, there is 1 breaker that continuously trips leading
to three lights not working. The outlets in the rooms where the lights are no longer working are
however still working. Any suggestions? Anon When a circuit breaker keeps tripping it and
nothing is plugged into the electrical receptacles on that circuit then the most likely cause is a
short in the circuit wiring itself, perhaps at one of the electrical receptacles. You will need an
electrician to trace through the circuit to find and fix that problem. We have a Palm Harbor
double wide. The breaker for some outlets in our kitchen kept throwing the breaker. We
unplugged everything from those outlets and it still kept throwing. What could be causing it? I
attempted to replace a ductless hood range over my stove today. I turned all the power to the
mobile home off. Hooked up the new range and now over half my power in the mobile home is
out. We've had electrical issues since the warranty expired. It seems like the 3 outlets in the
dining room are on the breaker with the exterior outlet. If I plug a vacuum in the dining room
outlet, the breaker trips. The switch for the water heater in the closet melted and burned my
wall. The outlets in the kitchen only the lower plug in works. It is amp service all electric. Do I
need an electrician to inspect it? There is power coming to the meter, power coming from the
meter to the line and then it disappears. A new line was run five r years ago. What are we
missing? Thank you. I have a oakwood single wide mobile home. I have no electricity on the
front side from the kitchen down to lower end of trailer. All the outlets have been replaced and

still no power. Can someone please tell me what the problem could be. A single room in an
double-wide manufactured home has unpowered eletrical outlets. There's no tripped breaker
and no unflipped wall switch. I replaced one outlet, which didn't fix the problem. I tested the
outlet's wires with a multimeter, which showed they had no power. Could there be a severed
connection somewhere between the breaker box and this room? If so, how could this be
discovered and repaired? It seems random, does not happen only when something new is
turned on or off, and is throughout the house. It's a mobile home. It worked fine before he redid
these things. We also lost power to a front outside plug after he was finished. Hi A Friend of
mine has a home trailer not movable. He is having electrical problems ,I am a retired Electrician
but are these trailers wired in such a way ,. Terry Watch out : sorry to say that what you
describe may be extremely dangerous, as we don't know where the fault lies; the risk is
someone being shocked or killed. If the circuit breaker s were turned OFF and then back ON but
there is no electrical power then leave the breakers OFF and call either your friend's electric
utility company or a licensed electrician to inspect the power system. My concern is a broken
wire ahead of the main breaker - IF that's the case we don't know where that fault lies nor
whether or not someone could touch and be electrocuted a live wire end somewhere nearby. A
friend of mine has lost power all the breaker are on. I checked the outside main box a mobile
home It's on but. Still nothing. How can you check it out? Glenys Though this company only
describes newer caravans and mobile homes, the name suggests they may have an old timer
who knows where to lay hands on a manual or wiring diagram for your older Regal Soverign
caravan. Keep me posted. Ashley Your description suggests a problem with the circuit that
could start right at the electrical panel with a bad breaker or connection. It would be helpful to
know the brand of electric panel as some of those are suspect. From the electrical panel an
electrician would trace the circus looking for a junction box or receptacle box or switch box that
has a loose connection. When the whole circuit is down and you don't find the problem right at
the pedal then the wire problem is quite likely add an electrical box or junction box at the start
of the circuit. In addition some mobile homes and factory-built homes use connectors to plug
circuits between halves or sections of the structure. If one of those is bad or has come loose
that can cause a similar problem. Let me know what you find as that will help other readers.
Watch out: if you're not familiar with safe and correct electrical wiring and troubleshooting you
should know that you could be shocked or killed or have a building fire. So for some reason the
living room outlets and the kitchen lights not plug ins all stopped working all of a sudden on my
mobile home. Husband came home changed 2 outlets too new ones and started working again
so about. Hi I have a regal soverign caravan which has an ensuite, someone stole it and cut all
the wires for the toilet and shower from the battery and now we can't work out how to reconnect
them is there a wiring diagram somewhere we can get. A circuit overloaded or danaged and
shorted, maybe combined with an individual circuit breaker that is ubsafe and defective and
fziled to trip, so the main breaker tripped. Thar is an unsafe conditon, risking fire or shock. Turn
off quetionable circuits and get help from an electrician. Last night our breaker switched,
turning off the power and when we switched it back over only the middle section of the trailer
electricity worked and not the ends, no matter how many times we switch all the breakers off
and on, what would caise this and how to fix it? Unfortunately sometimes it takes a loss of
electrical power to show us that there was a pre-existing problem with a leaky foot valve in th
well. When there's power, the foot valve leaks, and when no water is being used in the home
water leaks back down into the well, pressure drops, and the pump turns itself on and recovers
before it's lost prime. But during a power outage that lasts long enough for the pump to drain
completely back into the well, the pump is then sitting there dry and thus has lost prime - it
can't draw water. You can re-prime the pump - PRIME the PUMP, HOW TO and recover water
service temporarily, but what's needed is to find and fix the leak that can be in the pump itself,
in the well piping, in a check valve, or in the foot valve, a check valve at the bottom of the well
piping. When we had the electricity cut off To our moble home the water also stopped inside the
home. Pump is working and supplying the fausets not attached to home but no water anywhere
In or Connected to home after the electricity was turned back on. On by Carol yauger selected
circuits in the mobile home not working. We are having problems with selected circuits in the
mobile home not working. Checking out one kitchen switch group shows it not getting current.
Could this be the switch or the wire going to it. Where can we get wiring diagram for Windsor 14
by 70 mobile home. Dee: Your electrician and or local electrical supplier can pretty-much always
provide the right brand and model circuit breaker for your panel. Watch out: don't try replacing
a breaker your self - unless you're trained in safe proper electrical work you can be shocked or
killed. Watch out : That sounds like a wiring problem and a dangerous short circuit. I would
keave the circuit off until you can get help from an electrician. Oh my ceiling fan in my bedroom
ok I had jus a light I installed a ceiling fan wrong apparently but the 2 ppl hooked it up after me

its doing the same thing u turn the switch off and it flips my breaker? Amber Watch out : You
are right that's very dangerous, you can be shocked or killed. Turn off any circuits that are
acting strangely and leave them off until you can get help from a licensed electrician. On by
Amber - shocked when I touch the dryer or stove. Ok I'm worried everything I touch like dryer
stove it shocks me and I feel like my stoves and dryer is shorting out or making it default like
my burners would heat A lil. I'm so worried. On - by mod - other lights off after installing a new
ceiling fan. Watch out: an immediate concern is if you or whoever hooked up the ceiling fan left
bare live wire ends un-capped inside the electrical box. That's a shock or fire hazard. Ok so we
took a ceiling fan down in our trailer and put a new one up works great but now I have no lights
in the bathroom laundry room or kitchen what happened? On - by mod - electrical wiring details
for a Dutch mobile home. To be clear, the present company does not report having anything to
do with a Dutch brand mobile home built in The company's website addresses nothing before
Dutch Housing offers both single-section and multi-section manufactured homes built to the
HUD code as well as modular homes built to state or local codes. The company provides
contact information links but says, for owners of existing Dutch mobile homes, that information
and support is provided for owners of homes built in Indiana and After However all is not lost. It
is trivially easy for you or your electrician to see if your Dutch mobile home from is supplied
with Volt service, by looking at the electrical panel. It may be possible to know right away: if see
double-pole circuit breakers such as often power a clothes dryer or electric range, then V is or
was supplied; A two pole main circuit breaker is another easily-seen feature. An electrician can
remove the panel cover and check the actual wiring to the home to confirm working V. Thanks
for asking. The electrical box holding the service entry wires needs to be accessible and
weatherproof. I doubt that your local inspector would let that be buried. Does your home have a
main electrical switch? I have a junction box outside of my double wide mobile home where the
power comes in underground from the pole and then goes back underground into the mobile
home. Is it possible to remove it bury it? On - by mod - last night until I started smelling burnt
wire smell. Watch out : Turn off electricity to any suspicious circuits immediately as you
describe a possible fire hazard. If you see or smell smoke, get everyone out immediately and
call your fire department. Ok we had the sewage spill under our mobile home apparently
whoever owned prior did not glue the pipes and when it got stopped up and my husband
plunged it it shot off there but we didn't resize it for like three week couldn't smell it or nothing
until a severe storm blew it all off the trailer. Jo When the main breaker trips in my opinion it's a
very serious safety concern as there was a major over-current at the electrical panel. That can
occur if there is an electrical short right inside the panel. Such a short circuit can be between
the main breaker and the two panel bus bars that it uses to connect to individual breakers, or
the fault could of course be elsewhere. Or if your main breaker is physically separate from the
panel the hazard could be along the service wiring between the main breaker and the panel it
serves, or inside the served panel where the rest of your circuit breakers reside. When the main
breaker can not be switched back on there are a couple of common causes: 1. First: doing so
an, in some cases for some panel brands cause an electrical arc explosion that is very
dangerous, even potentially fatal Second; there is a risk that you slip when holding the panel
front or that you accidentally touch a live connection inside - getting shocked or killed. I
recommend hiring an electrician as you note you need. Electricians know that they're dealing
with fire and life-safety matters and are almost always careful and professional if it's a trained,
licensed electrician. It's perfectly reasonable to ask the electrician to tell you what she saw or
found that explains both the problem that has caused the breaker to trip off and also to explain
why certain parts or components need repair or replacement. Do let me know what you're told
and we may be able to comment further. Also tell me the brand of the main and any sub panels
in the home. Turned off all breakers inside breaker panel, reset outside main breaker, turned all
inside breakers back on, and then ran 3' tall fridge in kit. All ran for 45 more minutes and then
outside main breaker tripped again. Please, give me ANY help at all. Power has been out since
last fall and now it's Spring in So. Jeff That sounds like a defective circuit breaker - OR - the
breaker has actually tripped and you're re-setting it when you switch it off and then back on.
There could be an overcurrent on one circuit or less likely, more than one causing this
underlying problem, but none of that's a reason to re-wire the whole home. What is the electrical
panel brand? Anonymous, the main breaker is on, but not working until I flip it. The electric
comes right back on. My mobile home was built on , and the wiring is old. I've had new outlets
put in almost everywhere. It's not aluminum wiring. That sounds like a defective circuit breaker OR - the breaker has actually tripped and you're re-setting it when you switch it off and then
back on. On by mod - Every couple of months, my power just quits working. Jeff When you flip
that main breaker, has it tripped off? What are the country city and age of your home? Is there
aluminum wiring bringing in power to the home ask your electrician, do not take off the panel

cover yourself? What is the brand of your electrical panel. Every couple of months, my power
just quits working and I have to go outside to the main breaker and flip it to turn the power back
on. Well, it happened two times in a week recently. How do I know if it's the main breaker that
needs fixing or if it's faulty wiring inside the mobile home? I don't have the money for a re-wire. I
would start by checking the ground Connections in each of the electrical boxes themselves. It's
possible that the ground circuit splices are connected but that they are not also wired to
individual receptacles. The first outlet is open in the bedroom the next two outlets in the chain
are good but the last outlet reads open ground as well. The next bedroom on the same chain
reads open ground, but the next outlet in the chain reads good, then the following 2 outlets read
open ground. I have replaced one outlet thinking the sub crew that happened to paint the
outlets cause the issue but no change. Michael Look for any brands, logos, or any stickers of
any sort with any information, even US Patent Numbers. Often that will help us trace the system.
Also look for a service tag - your heating service co. And of course post a photo using the "add
image" button. Sticker has been removed for model number information. On - by mod Brookstone Skyline electrical problems - hissing sparking electrical receptacles. Judy YOu did
the right thing to turn the breaker off and leave it off as there is a serious risk of fire or worse. I
cannot know without more information but I suspect an arcing, burned electrical connection at
the electrical receptacle. You see, in most U. So you could have something plugged-in
elsewhere on the same circuit but the bad behaviour could occur at an upstream outlet with a
bad electrical connection. If you home were actually a bit older I'd suspect an aluminum wiring
hazard that would be more extensive. Aluminum wiring connections overheat and can cause fire
without ever tripping the circuit breaker. The right thing to do now is have a licensed electrician
open the receptacle junction box and replace the receptacle and check and fix all of the wiring
connection. Watch out : there may be other loose connections on the same circuit. I would very
much appreciate seeing a photo of your receptacle and when the electrician removes it, I'd like
to see photos of what he or she finds. This sort of problem can occur in mobile homes and
other homes. In my experience these failures are more-likely when 1. Some supporting research
on arcing and fretting at loose connections in receptacles supports this view including that of
my mentor and friend Jess Aronstein. I have a Brookstone Skyline. Last night I fell asleep in my
recliner and woke up when I heard a hissing sound and terrible smell. An electrical outlet that
had nothing plugged into it was sparking. Afraid of an electrical fire I called and the fire
department came. The outlet was hot but eventually cooled off and when they plugged a
humidifier in the outlet it worked. They used it to locate the breaker to which the outlet was
connected to and we shut the outlet off. They looked on the outside of the mobile home and
said they found nothing under the siding that was wrong and had never seen an outlet that
sparked without something plugged into it. I didn't sleep all night worrying about an electrical
fire. How common is this in a mobile home and what should I do next? On by mod - What
should the main breaker on the power pole be? Bobby The main breaker size needs to be
matched to the size of the electrical service being provided. That in turn is determined by the
smallest in capacity of the service entry cable or the electrical panel itself. Loven Watch out :
fooling with electrical wires if you're not familiar with proper and safe electrical wiring can
shock or kill you or burn down the house. Normally to hook up another light you'd need to 1.
Tim What electrician would do in this case is to trace the circuit backwards to find an open
connector or damaged wire that is Upstream from and intended to feed the part of the circuit
that's dead. She might also begin at the paddle and go forward if you know what the circuit is.
That means opening each junction box or receptacle box or light switch if necessary or lighting
fixture whatever's on the circuit to look for a broken wire or bad connector. It could be a
problem in the run of the wire but that's less common. I have a 93 redman 16x72 breakers are
good but only half the house has full power then the bathroom outlet works but lights out both
bedrooms in that side no power at all. Jennifer: WATCH OUT : if you are not trained in proper
and safe electrical work, even opening the panel, or touching anything risks death by
electrocution or perhaps a building fire. Hooking up an electrical service is work for an
electrician. That dire warning given, normally Red and black are hot wires, neutral is white,
green is ground. I have OLD Mobile home. I have to connect them to OLD fuse box to supply
home with power before I can inside from my van Please help! If your electrical wiring is
undamaged that is the insulation is not cut and there are no signs of overheating or discoloring
and it's probably fine. It seems to me you prefer to have a little bit of clearance even if it's just
an inch or two just to avoid overheating The Wire. You certainly don't want the wire
unsupported or rubbing on any sharp edges. To be clear you're correct that we don't want
electrical wire inside of a duct but it might will run alongside it. I am in process of sealing HVAC
vents at the junction between the rigid fiberglass ducting and the horizontal metal vents that
come up to the floor. I am not surprised that wiring runs below the floor but should it run so

close to the ducting? Its not inside the ducting thank goodness but right alongside. Is this
common? Does the placement of the wiring below the floor matter or can it just run anywhere?
Difficult to see in the picture. Am I overreacting? I hope so I have a Mobil home. That had a book
shelf light which never worked. So I got. A recessed. Led led canister when I took out old light. I
forgot which wires went where. I have one set that has main power then another set that goes to
master bath but also controls dining room lights. And fire alarm. The third set goes to the book
self. Light switch. How do I hook light to these wires? This was my bad. Becuase I usually take
pictures please help me. On by Andrew - Oakwood mobile home ceiling fan wiring. I took a
ceiling fan Down in my bedroom. And there is four sets of wires. I hook all of them to together
and run it to the light. But my switch doesn't turn off the light. I think the other sets of wire goes
to my outlets cause they don't work either. Please help. Anon Let's start with a photo of all of
the information on the Chandeleur mobile home data tag; with the model and serial number we
might be able to track down an installation and operation manual for the home that will include
its factory-wiring. But watch out: I would not assume that between and the wiring remained
un-changed. Your electrician can trace circuits and label them in the panel if that's what's
needed. Below is a Chandeleur clipped from a Youtube video - in my opinon that home was in
poor condition with an unsafe entry, water damage, and other worries. On by mod - running new
electrical circuits in a mobile home. Well indeed an electrician sometimes uses a "fish tape" to
snake wires through ceilings and walls and might do that through a floor, particularly if your
floor is covered with something inexpensive such as sheet vinyl so you're not going to object to
tearing up the floor to drill a bunch of holes. But there are minimum crawl space distances
under homes; I know that tight crawl spaces are horrible and nobody wants to go into them. As
a result those spaces are where the worst, most dangerous, or most health-risk problems often
develop under buildngs: dangerous wiring, rat-eaten insulation, sewage spills, etc. That's
exactly why I always want, at the very least, that such areas are inspected from access
openings even if they can't be safely entered. On by mod - common causes of electrical
problems in older mobile homes. Dee It sounds as if the circuits in your home are over-loaded
OR there are loose, corroded, or otherwise intermittently-bad electrical connections. I can't be
as smart as your onsite electrician but a couple of questions to ask your electrician might help
sort this out: 1. If the problem is at the electric meter, why would running the washing machine
cause a circuit to stop working? Are there aluminum wiring circuits in this home? IF so and if
they haven't been properly-repaired, there is a real risk of a home fire, and aluminum wiring can
cause the symptoms you report 4. Are there "push-in" type back-wired electrical receptacles in
the home? Those too often fail and drop power on the remainder of the circuit. If so those ought
to be replaced with new receptacles and wired to the screw connectors on the receptacles not
the push-in backwire connectors. Let me know what your electrician says and we can proceed
from there. I have an older mobile home and I am having bad electrical problems. When my
fridge clicks off the tv goes off. Sometimes when I run my washer my range beeps and says bad
line. My hair dryer and microwave will work but not heat. Does anyone have ideas? I had an
electrician out and he seems to think it is the pedestal that my meter is on. I've been waiting a
week and a half for the electric company to come check it out. That's really sounds to me as if
an electrical connection or possibly connections in the electrical receptacle box where your
fridge was plugged in have burned and dropped power. When you have an electrician look at
this and trace the circuit it's very important that you see if there's aluminum electrical wiring in
the home. That might explain what you're finding. Be sure to have the sort it out by a licensed
electrician as there are serious fire hazards involved. I have a mobile home that i recently
bought a new fridge for and every time i walked buy it it smelled burnt but i checked everything
nothimg was burnt. A few days later i lost all power and nothing will come on. None of the
breakers are tripped everything is still on i flipped the main breaker off and back on but it wont
do anything. On by mod - safety of mobile home electrical receptacles or "outlets". Alan Thank
you for adding that remark on mobile home receptacles. We agree completely that back-wired or
"push-in" receptacles are in general less-reliable and in some cases less safe than receptacles
that use screw terminals. I hadn't made the association with manufactured housing or mobile
home wiring. The underlying issues - and this supports your comments on heavy-loaded
circuits when plugging in electric heaters - 1. That's discussed. Depending on some other
conditions such as amount of plugging- and un-plugging of devices at a receptacle, or worse,
someone trying to re-use or change-wires in a back-wired push-in receptacle, the spring and
contact parts get bent apart and loosened so as to fail to maintain good electrical contact. The
right repair is to have an electrician replace those old backwired receptacles with new ones to
which wires are connected by screw terminals. In many U. Knowing that can sometimes
speed-up finding the lost connection when power is lost in a home, particularly if the loss is in
electrical receptacles, since what the electrician will do is start checking connections at the very

first receptacle in the string - reasoning that if that one is "dead" then everybody downstream
from that one will be dead too. Blowing trash out of receptacles is not a bad idea, but it won't fix
loose, bent, overheating electrical receptacles. Thanks again for the comment Alan as it's
important to add this to things to investigate when we lose electrical power in a mobile home.
Most of the outlets in a mobile home, are some kind of knife edge connection, that the wires are
pushed into, for a connection. If these have any prolonged, heavy current draw, they heat up,
and burn away pretty quickly. Picture a razor blade, against the wire. The main feed wire, which
is probably 14 gauge, for a 15 amp circuit, could be fine, but these outlets will have to be
replaced. If you are doing your own work, go to a DIY store, and get an "Old work box", these
can be put into the wall, and you can use a standard 15 amp outlet. They create a good
connection. If you hire someone, to do the work, make sure they use the screws. Only LAZY
"electricians", use the poke in holes, in the back of the plug. If your electrician, tries to use the
holes, escort them to the door, and call another one. Ok, back to the wiring. It seems that most
of these wall circuits are rated at 15 amps. If you are pulling 2 space heaters, off the same
circuit, that will overload the circuit. Most space heaters are watts, or around 12 amps, which
will almost max out your circuit, by itself. If you have to use 2 space heaters, they'll need to be
on different circuits. And, preferably, on a plug with a screwed down connection. Whoever
designed the knife edge connections, was a flaming moron. Those may be able to withstand 15
amps, during a short test, but they will eventually overheat, and fail, possibly causing a fire.
They will be severely overloaded, with any high current draw motor, like a sweeper. Your 12
amp sweeper, will momentarily draw 20 amps, or more, on start up. Just a side note here. If you
are using the small cube heaters, these plug up with pet hair, and other detritus. The blockage
overheats them, resulting in fires. Several times, during the heating season, blow them out, with
compressed air. You'll be amazed, at how much junk comes out. Sometimes you can be fooled
by a breaker that looks like it's on but it's in the trip position. When you're testing the make sure
you switch the breaker all the way to the off position and then back on. If you try that and you
still have no power I suspect that there's a burned up or damaged electrical connection
somewhere in the circuit. At that point you did an electrician to trace the circuit and find the
problem. Do keep me posted and we may be able to make more suggestions or tell you some
questions to ask. I have a 87 double wide. All my electric works and I ended up plugging in 2
space heaters in my kids room and now half of my house has no power. None of the breakers
are trips. It seems their is no power to the switch. My husband said the circuit box is fine. The
problem since this is a prefab home is trying to find where the wire is going from the circuit
breaker to the switch. Too many wires. My son is a electrician but he is just too busy. Live in NJ
near the clementon park. I think most electricians are honest and competent; I'd try calling
some local electricians listed for your area, describe your problem and ask if they can help. Let
me know what you're told and we may be able to offer further advice. It sounds to me as if
there's a wiring error perhaps on the dryer circuit and that you're back feeding the circuit that
otherwise dead when the dryer is on. That's quite dangerous risking a fire or shock. It would
make sense to have an electrician trace the circuit to find the mistake or mistakes. Half of the
moblie home dosen't have power. But when you start the dryer the side with no power comes
on only when dryer is running. Shut the dryer off and lose power. I'm just wondering where the
junction box is from side to side maybe there is a loose wire. The trailer is a skyline sunhaven b
doublewide. My socket was smoking so we cut the power off and replaced it and wen we turned
power back on no power in bathroom or bedroom and now air conditioning doesn't wrk in living
room like it doesn't have full power. Matthew: Either there is a fuse or breaker that is defective,
or there's one or more you haven't found, or there's a bad electrical connection somewhere in
your electrical system - in the panel or along the V circuits involved. I'm always worried about
these unknown situations because of the possibility that a live wire end is floating around
somehwere waiting to shock somebody. It's time to get help from an electrician. Nicki What you
describe is worrisome because it means to me that even if the circuit is "on" we don't know that
the breakers will work properly to shut it down in unsafe conditions like an overload or short
circuit. The risk is shock or fire or worse. Does your home's electrical system use. Jannice By
one would expect all electrical receptacle circuits in any home made in the U. So we don't know
if "not grounded" means that a ground wire connector is open or "broken" somewhere on the
circuit, or if instead somebody did amateur DIY wiring and made a mistake. In either case, since
we don't know just why the ground wire is disconnected, we also don't know if the hot and
neutral wires are safe either. Because the risk is shock or fire, it would make sense to turn off
the suspect circuit until you get an electrician over to trace the circuit and find and fix the
trouble. Let me know what you're told. I have a trailer and everything worked fine until I turned
my ac off and later that day I turned it back on it blew something. I checked the breaker box but
nothing was blown, so as i was taught I tripped the main breaker and turned it back on and

everything worked fine. The next morning when I got up the ac did the same thing, so I
unplugged it and tripped main again but only this time it didn't bring back the outlets in my
living rm and overhead lights in kitchen. I have also tripped the breaker that goes to that but
nothing is working to bring them back on. I was wondering what else it could be since it didn't
trip the breaker. We purchased a Horton 62 x 30 doublewide mobile home. Is this common and
should we have an electrician check it out and should these electrical sockets be used? The
paper work is at our CPA's so we don't know if the owners repaired it or not. THank you. Watch
out : This is unsafe: risk is fire or shock or worse. It'd make sense, as horrible and inconvenient
as it is, to turn everything off at the main switch and ask for help from a licensed electician. We
can't know without inspection and testing if the problem is panel, wire into the panel, or even
service entry wires coming to the building. Keep me posted on what you're told. I was told it
sounds like the Panel burnt out in my double wide. Only about half of it has electricity Lights
flicker so it is cut off. What panel is this? The actual electrical panel? Or where the 2vhalves are
put together?? Thanks for those details. Back wiring is notoriously and unreliable electrical
connection. If you look at my article on this website on that topic you'll see you that the
connector surface between the spring clip and the wire is just a very small edge of a piece of
bent copper. So it's not a reliable connection. It also sounds like a lot of poorly made electrical
devices in that house. You probably going to need to replace all of them. That would be my first
guess too, but this house is a manufactured one; is 17 years old; the electrical hardware is
lower grade quality; and I found 3 other switches with similar issues. Two are stuck into the on
position inside the switch housing , you can physically move the switch up or down on or off
but the hot is always hot on the switched side. The third one is cracked and coming apart in
pieces not as bad as the one I just replaced and caused me to loose electricity to a whole room I
moved as many outlets and switches to the side screw in terminals to prevent further issues
with the existing hardware. No, all the wiring is copper, thankfully. I live in a Southern Breeze
mobile home, a few days ago, in my master bedroom, the bedroom light, closet light, one of the
2 bathroom lights, one bedroom outlet, the GFCI plug in the bathroom, and the outside plug
have all quit working, we can't seem to find the problem, help us please! Erika because this is a
fire and shock safety hazard it makes sense to ask an licensed electrician to trace out the circuit
to find the problem; meanwhile I'd leave the circuit OFF. I've managed to trip the main site fuse
box while changing a ceiling light. If touching neutral to ground causes a short then the circuit
to which the neutral is connected was live and, happily, the shed is grounded. This is a
dangerous condition. The short needs to be found and repaired. Leave power off until that's
been done. Apr 30, Theresa Dunn said: We bought a used Columbia double wide. We have
power in the kitchen, dinning room, and masterbedroom all in one front of the home. We also
have in the area where the fireplace is no power in that room at all and then no power in the two
bedrooms in the back of the house but between all those non working rooms is a bathroom
where we have lights the recepticle for the electrical plug did work but it now has stoped
working. We are trying to get our grandkids from cps and this is why we bought the home in the
first place and the people we bought it from said it was working when we bought it and it was a
as is purchase, There was no way for us to check the power on the lot it was sitting. June 5,
Maurice anderson said: I live in a 71 royal embassy single wide with pop out. Last night
everything stopped working in the spare bedroom, bathroom and half of the living room. That's
everything on one breaker. I shut down the breaker and tested it and appears to have continuity
between the hot and neutral. In searching I discovered one melted receptacle which I removed
but still get cont. I guess my question is can I safely replace all of the alum. Wiring 12 awg. The
alum. Wire appears to be good up until the junction at the pop out? Maurice, it sounds as if you
are reporting an aluminum electrical wiring failure in a mobile home - which leaves me
especially thankful that the failure didn't result in a more catastrophic fire. Yes 12 AWG solid
conductor aluminum wiring would be replaced by 14 solid conductor copper wiring - both are
rated for 15 Amp circuits. Watch out: making an improper repair, such as leaving the aluminum
wiring in place and using connectors not recommended by the US CPSC can actually increase
fire risk. Replacing the circuit wires entirely is the safest course, but is more costly than using
copper pigtailing and approved, recommended connectors such as the AMP TYCO Crimp
connector or the King Innovations AlumiConn connector. Ground and neutral are always kept
isolated in sub panels. Otherwise the ground circuit, not intended to carry current in normal
conditions, becomes a current-carrying conductor in normal use - an unsafe situation. June 26,
Anthony said: I bought a Redman Bonanza mobile home about a month ago. The power
connected about a week later and all plugs and switches worked every since. Yesterday,
apparently a wire shorted to the duct work that runs down the center of the home and burned
about a foot of the insulation off the wire. This started a fire in the insulation beneath the floor
and also burned a quarter size hole in the duct work. My question is why did the breaker not trip

immediately and prevent the fire? The breaker did trip at some point. Luckily I was there, able to
locate the source of the fire about a 4" flame smoke and get it under control with no real
damage. Has anybody else had a similar problem? Anthony, Thanks for the important electrical
fire report. Need I'm glad no worse catastrophe occurred. I suspect your home may have
defective circuit breakers is the panel an FPE or Zinsco brand? July 2, Sherry said: We bought a
double wide in December we have pretty much redone everything. It is on a full foundation with
a two car garage underneath. Anyway our problem is we have a switch which is in a double
switch box that does not work the one next to it does though. The outlet below the switches
does not work all other outlets in living room do work. One of the five outlets in our master
bedroom also does not work. We can't figure out what else to do or try. Thank you Sherry.
Sherry, you can guess that there is an open wire connection or broken switch or receptacle
electrically "up-stream" from the switch or the switched wires could be disconnected in the light
or other fixture or receptacles that it's supposed to switch. Basically you follow the wiring to
find the defect. If you know what's supposed to be switched look in that junction box too. July
29, Valerie said: Where can I find the mating plug in a Clayton double wide home. If you are
asking about replacing a defective mating plug check both electrical supply houses and online
mobile home parts suppliers. If you are asking where the mating plug is located from time of
assembly, it must be left in a visible, accessible location, usually at one end or in the center of
the crawl area near the mating beams or similarly in the attic space. Sept 4, Mr. The breaker box
is located in a cabinet above the kitchen sink. Is there a fuze problem? And if so, where is the
fuzes located? Thank you in advance for any assistance you may offer. K You may be lucky and
just overloaded a circuit an tripped a breaker or blew a fuse. Look under sinks, in cabinets, to
find the main electrical panel for your RV or contact the manufacturer for a tip on its location. I
can't say where the problem is but it sounds like a short circuit in the system. Call an electrician
for diagnosis and repair. She or he will trace the circuit, find and fix the problem, and confirm
that the wiring and breaker are safe to continue to use. BE SURE that your sister has working
CO Carbon monoxide and smoke detectors properly installed and located in her double-wide
and that all of the exits and exit doors are working. Mar 12, Phil said: My lights flicker and go off
but when I turn my oven on they turn on. It's a single wide older house trailer and I have
replaced all my circuit breakers? This sounds dangerous to me and risking a fire or shock or
property loss or injury. I'd leave the oven circuit off at the main panel until the circuit is
inspected and repaired. You may have replaced circuit breakers but not all connections may be
proper or you may have aluminum electrical wiring or wiring connections failing at the oven.
Leave the circuit off. Mar 13, Jay said: I have a double wide older trailer and a leak in my breaker
box. I have sealed the mast and everything is dry outside Roof has dust on it even after the rain
storm s we are having, mast and wires are dry also yet water is dripping down into the breakers.
Not making any sense of this.. Any suggestions would be great thanks. Water will also enter an
electrical panel THROUGH the service entry cable or AROUND it - for example a frayed service
entry cable can pick up water and act as a pipe conducting it to inside the electrical panel, or
leaks at the point at which a cable enters the meter box or electrical panel can send water inside
of those enclosures. See inspectapedia. Mar 25, Mark. No, Mark. Don't use the neutral wire as a
ground - doing so is unsafe. I have several worries:. THat means someone touching the stove
could be killed. I'd run a dedicated wire used only as ground wire. Check with the
manufacturer's wiring instructions. And as I"m obligated to say, if you are not trained and
qualified to do wiring, you could get fried or burn the house down - those are reasons to hire an
electrician. Mar 29, Dale Loftis said: Is there somewhere I can find the way to hang a ceiling fan
in a mobile home. Even though the roof structure of a mobile home is thinner than a
conventionally-framed building, there will be roof supports. The fan bracket needs to mount to
one of those structural members. Watch out: if the ceiling in your home is not high enough to
keep the moving fan parts well above anyone's head, a ceiling fan installation would be unsafe.
When choosing a fan, look for models that mount close to the ceiling and that do not include a
light fixture: thus choosing a lighter fixture and one that might meet the headroom safety
clearance requirement. May 1, Jenny said: I have a york mobile home I blow A breaker can't get
it back on so bought a new one and still nothing need help please thank you. Since you tried a
new breaker, it sounds to me as if the circuit has a short circuit and is unsafe. Ask your
electrician to check for the presence of aluminum electrical wire in your home as that's a
particularly serious fire hazard if it has not been completely and properly repaired. If there is no
aluminum wire the fault is probably a short circuit in the wiring itself or in something you've
plugged into the circuit. Unplug everything and try re-setting the breaker again. If the breaker
trips again leave it OFF and ask for repair by a licensed electrician. May 7, Pamela Kline said:
We have a mobile home,it lost power in living room and front bedroom. Check the circuit
breakers or fuses in your main electrical panel. If the breaker has tripped you can try re-setting

ONCE. If it keeps tripping something is wrong with the circuit or with something pugged into it.
If the circuit breakers are all already ON if you're not sure, switch the breaker to the OFF
position and then back to ON , and the circuit still has no power, then a wire connection has
been lost has opened or a wire has been cut or broken in that circuit. Leave that circuit switched
OFF for safety and ask for help from an electrician who can find the fault and repair it. We lost
power to our master bedroom, master bath and kitchen stove. We have power everywhere else.
The breaker isn't tripped and we checked for loose connection, we even bought new breakers
still no power. What could be causing this? Renee I suspect either a tripped GFCI breaker for
example in a nearby bathroom or kitchen or an open connection in the wire for circuit - one that
you didn't find. May 22, Anonymous said: Charlotte what happens to the electrical wiring under
a mobile home after flooding waters? In any home, electrical wiring that has been under water is
unsafe until it has been inspected and perhaps had several types of components replaced. For
excample even if plastic-covered wiring itself appears un-damaged, electrical connections,
splices, junction boxes, electrical receptacles, light switches have been wet and are at risk of
corrosion. June 16, Bsc said: I've been stumped trouble shooting a double ide, gfi is tripping , I
know I have continuity between the hot and neutral between the second D and third, I cant seem
to find the third, I think they may have something crossed with the lighting bc when I put my
circuit tracer on I get back feed to the gfi in the beginning, any ideas? BS If you have continuity
between hot and neutral then the wires are shorted together somewhere and that will certainly
always cause the GFCI to trip off promptly whenever it's switched back on. Start by tracing the
circuit and disconnecting things. Let me know what you find. Aug 2, Tom said: I was just
informed by my hoa that the max size beaker allowed in my panel for the air conditioner is 40
amp. I looked andmy breaker is 50 amp. Is this a code violation? I live in a double wide mobile
home. Your HOA and you both could be risking a fire by following a general rule about air
conditioner breaker size. A safer and more correct approach, in my opinion, is to select a circuit
breaker size that is recommended by the manufacturer of your specific air conditioning
equipment. YOu'll see the the required breaker size in amps given on the data tag attached to
your air conditioner. I've even changed dryer receptacle n still same issue, dryer plugged in,
power, unplugged no power? Given that you lost power simply by unplugging an appliance I
can only speculate that there is a combination of wiring mistakes at the home such that circuits
were receiving power through an improper and maybe coincidental pathway. From your e-text
alone and sitting a thousand miles away I can't guess at the exact problem here nor bet your
safety on a prescribed repair. From what I read, it sounds as if someone did some DIY amateur
wiring that has made the home unsafe. I know it sounds stuffy to say so, but the right and safe
thing to do is to hire a licensed electrician to examine ALL of the home's wiring and to give you
a list of repairs needed and a bid to do so. The problem is that when someone has been doing
amateur wiring we just don't know what else they did besides the one thing that brought the
wiring to our attention. A mistake risks fire, shock, injury, death, so it's not something to take
lightly. Sept 3, theresa said: How come ive been having power outages some lastin a few
seconds sme lasting ten minutes could it be caused from water damage since the wiring seems
to be under the home. Sept 5, John davis said: I have a double wide. I have no power to half the
home. The problem exist on both sides of house. Changed all plugs and switches but still no
power. I'm lost as to where else to look. Usually inside near the heating system or water heater.
A separate main power switch may be outside at an electric meter or pole. Need help :- please. I
live in a mobile home on a rented lot and the main supply line was faulty under the ground
coming into my home. They replaced the line yesterday but today, I'm trying to run the
weedwacker and it keeps blowing the gfi outlet. I also found a few other outlets that don't seem
to work. My dryer now works but overheats before even drying one load. I never had any
electrical problems before the line went bad and I need to know it the flucating current could
have created theses issues? I am disabled and on a very limited income so cannot afford to fix
these things if it was caused by the bad main line. When I originally notified the prop mgt
company about the inital problem, they insisted that the electrical problem was on my end but
thankfullly, the electric company was able to convince them, that the first problem was the main
supply line. Watch out : I would turn off the main power and also stay away from the lot until
you have a licensed electrician diagnose and repair the system. If you cannot get an electrician
there promptly, call the electric utility company and ask for their help. Oct 30, Allison R. Heard a
loud pop coming from front bed room then smoke from TV area. Watch ou t: If signs of smoke
or fire continue I would immediately get everyone out of the home and I'd call emergency
services or your fire department. Nov 1, Tammy said: I live in a mobile we r having issue with
the outlets in the front of home in master bedroom and both bathrooms not working we have
changed all the outlets and still no electricity. One outlet outside in the back of home not
working either. All other outlets work. Can anyone help. Nov 9, Stanley said: Do wires must be

in the pipes in mobile homes to meet today's codes and requirements? If the wiring problem is
elsewhere in the circuit than at the receptacles that you changed, such as at splices, in runs of
wire that may be damaged, or in the electrical panel itself, then changing the receptacles won't
fix the trouble. An electrician would start right at the main electrical panel, finding the circuit
involved, confirming that it is being given power at the breaker or fuse, and then tracing the
circuit through the home to find the problem. A simple test or two by a homeowner can
sometimes find the trouble: check that the circuit breakers in the panel are all in the "on" and
operating position, and if your home's electrical receptacles "outlets" include GFCI type
receptacles, check that all of those have been reset as one might have tripped off. Local code
compliance requirements are enforced by your local code officials. In most communities
existing work in or on a building, PROVIDED it met-code at the time it was performed, is not
required to be amended to meet building code improvements, changes, or updates, but new
work IS required to do so. Still, if your home's piping is unsafe or not functional then it should
be corrected, regardless of building code enforcement. To fail to do so is to leave health and
safety hazards in your home. Dec 11, Chris said:. Please I can't find any wiring diagrams for this
trailer. And I have a ceiling fan on 2 separate wall plugs for lights and fan. The lights work good
but the fan doesn't turn. How the heck does that work??? I think it's the switch on the wall. Any
suggestions on these answers. A GFCI electrical outlet can protect any electrical outlets
receptacles that are wired downstream from it. So it's not just the number of GFCI's you need.
Anytime my furnace, dryer, or washer comes on my lights get brighter and then when they go
off they get very dim, like there is no power going to them. We check all of the voltage with a
multimeter and everything was in the found one plug that was burnt up and removed it and
turned that breaker off, but everything is still getting brighter and dimmer, help. Margaret,
You're asking a legal question that needs to be answered by a local attorney. Watch out: before
thinking about suing anyone, let's be sure you are safe and that nobody burns to death in the
trailer. You are describing unsafe electrical wiring. I don't know if the problem is just the new
breaker box, a wiring error, or damaged wires, or aluminum electrical wiring a fire hazard.
Please 1. I bought an old trailer from the landlord of the trailer park its sitting on i had to have
new breaker box installed it had half of it fuses it kept blowing them and we smelled of burning
rubber we removed wall plates and the one in bathroon was glowing orange about to catch on
fire the landlord hadnt inspected it is there anything i can so to him. I need to run power to my
new single wide home I have my meter loop and amp breaker on the pole and amp box in the
trailer. I have a s model mobile home that I inherited from my grandmother and the wiring in this
trailer is crazy it runs to rooms off one circuit breaker on a few of the circuit breakers in my
breaker box. I have learned if I plug in too many heaters it will trip the breaker. I have no choice
but to use wall plug in heaters because the furnace and the whole duct system under the trailer
is messed up and I cannot afford to fix it at the moment so I was wondering if there is a way that
I can fix the circuit breakers or if I need to have rewiring done or what is causing the problem. Is
there any time when the neutral and ground are allowed to be on the same bar in the main
panel. An older home has new panel installed approved by local building inspector neutral and
grounds on same bar. Coni: Typically that problem is in the electrical panel, at the main breaker
or fuse, or at the incoming electrical service lines. This situation is dangerous as we don't know
where the open wire or bad component is: I worry that there could be electric shock hazards. If
turning the main breaker off and back on - a control intended for homeowner use - doesn't
restore power then it's time to call a licensed electrician. Best bet is to simply make a cautious
opening from the interior side, removing just enough drywall to look. I want to put in a doggie
door next to my front door right side, i need to know ther arent any wires running vertical twenty
inches off the floor Angie: Probably not. Most electrical panels in homes, including mobile
homes, are national brand models such as Siemens, GE, Square D, etc. Any electrical supply
store ought to be able to sell a compatible replacement circuit breaker for your panel. Your
electrician can simply bring one of the existing breakers to the electrical supplier or building
supplier or even a local hardware store in order to match the breaker. When a person changes
out a breaker in a mobile home do you need to purchase the breaker from a moblehome home
part store or can you replace it with a breaker that you get from home Depot or any electrical
supply. I have a Clayton single wide. It has two bathrooms. In one of the bathrooms there is no
power getting to the exhaust fan. The other bathroom works fine. I don't know the full history of
the mobile home and I can't get a wiring diagram from the manufacturer. I have already checked
everything I know to check. Where do I go from here? Yes often; you may have to remove
insulation to follow the wires. Watch out for shock and fire risks. Theresa I can't diagnose this
problem by e-text: what you describe could be very unsafe, risking shock or fire if the problem
is with local wiring, or it could be a problem starting with the electric company. Check with your
neighbors: if you're the only one seeing these outages then your electrical system is UNSAFE

and should be shut down right away. An electrician will inspect for a loose wire, damaged
wiring, damaged electrical panel or breaker. How come i keep having ower outages some
lasting inly a few seconds other times its like ten minutes. Aw gee, Anon. Sorry but I don't know
that detail; I suggest asking the manufacturer of your home this question as they'll know exactly
where their connections are made:. Palm Harbor Homes Spectrum Dr. I have a Palm Harbor
double wide I need to know where the two halves are wired together so I don't make
unnecessary Cuts in the insulation. I have Clayton doublewide. I want to install ceiling fan with
light to switch. Wire in is different. So why is light wired that way? I understand and succumb
myself to the DIY temptation but this is dangerous work. I suspect that the hot wire to one of
your switches is not live - that wire may be disconnected somewhere between the switch and
the electrical panel, so when you simply touched another live wire to the switch you saw light.
Happily you didn't see permanent darkness that comes with death. I would prefer leaving such
bad-behaving circuits off until a licensed electrician is on the job. I have two light switches in
the living room and then a bedroom light and also the plug ends in the bedroom are not working
and two plug ends in the living room. I have checked the outlet for voltage and got on meter and
as I was checking them out I accidentally hit the black wire against the other light switch and
the hall. Light came on. Anon: A splice may be permitted if the box is weatherproof and rated for
outdoor use - check with your local building department. I moved a double wide and my main
feed wires are too short. Would it pass inspection if the wires are spliced in a pic junction box.
I'm in Louisiana parish is Lafourche. Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a
question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note:
appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web
link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it
has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Tel: Email: info carsondunlop.
Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and report writing
material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners operate and maintain
their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the back of the volume. If
ignored, electrical problems could be costly and extremely dangerous. So what should you do?
Here are some basic facts about mobile home wiring, and what you can do to help maintain a
properly functioning electrical system. Up until the year , all mobile homes had aluminum wiring
as it was much cheaper than copper. This light gray colored wiring has phased out, but you can
still find it in old mobile home wiring. Unfortunately, aluminum wiring can cause a lot of
technical difficulties. Contact with oxygen creates a coating on it that makes it resistant to the
flow of electricity. Additionally, repairing aluminum is extremely costly. In short, if you are
looking at buying a used mobile home, make sure it has copper wiring. Electrical wiring in
mobile homes built after is copper. Copper is the best to use when it comes to conductivity,
reliability, and strength. It is also very economical. Copper wiring is encased in a titanium
material to keep all of the pieces together. Even though it is expensive, titanium is a low density,
high strength silver-colored, water-resistant metal. It helps prevent corrosion which is vital for
your wiring in the long run. Inside of your mobile home, you will find a main electrical panel.
This panel connects to four parts: a pair of grounding electrodes, a metal water pipe entering
the building from outside, a metal strip footing that connects into the earth and the metal casing
of a private well. Your grounding system provides space for electrical current to flow within
your mobile home, and also helps to prevent a fire from happening in case a circuit shorts. All
electrical wiring connects to a central energy meter. Some of the areas covered by the NEC are
listed below. Consult the NEC guide for more specific instructions before you proceed with any
repairs. Remember that the proper permits must be obtained before any repairs are completed,
whether you hire a professional engineer or you do the work yourself. How do I safely
troubleshoot problems with my mobile home wiring? If you have blown a fuse in your mobile
home, we suggest going to your circuit box and turning each circuit off and then on to identify
exactly where the problem is coming from. Labeling each circuit with the corresponding area in
your mobile home will prove to be useful and will save you time. Make sure you avoid tampering
with any wires that are not white, gray or green. When you are installing new light switches, be
sure to use the proper conductors. Most importantly, if you are making any electrical repairs on
your own, you should do so during the day when there is light outside. Attempting to locate the
proper circuits, flashlights, and wires in the dark will only complicate your situation further.
Change a light switch in a mobile home. Replace an electrical outlet. Fix a blown fuse or reset a
circuit breaker. Now that you understand your mobile home wiring, we hope you can take care
of some of those trou
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blesome electrical problems. Once you finish, you may want to see what you can do about your
mobile home drain system! For a mobile home owner, dealing with a foreclosure can be a scary
chapter in his or her life. The Balance describes For better or for worse, the time has come for
you to sell your mobile home. Do your eyes glaze over at the sight of such Much like traditional
homes, mobile homes have intricate wiring systems. You could be enjoying your favorite
television show when suddenly the power goes out! For some unknown reason, your phone
charger will only work in select sockets, which can be a considerable inconvenience. Another
problem people often run into is flickering lights. When there is a problem with your mobile
home wiring, you may even notice sparks igniting from your outlets. What is my electrical
wiring made of? Where can I find my electrical wiring in my mobile home? What are the
licensing laws for repair and replacement? You May Also Likeâ€¦. Pin It on Pinterest.

